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Abstract 

 

Guangdong province had formed unique Small money zone since the late Qing period 

through 1930s, separated from the Big money zone centering on Shanghai.  1930s 

witnessed the turning point in the Chinese currency history.  Nationalist Government in 

Nanjing issued a decree prohibiting the use of tale in transaction in 1933 which marked 

a major progress in currency unification.  Coping with financial crisis and outflow of 

silver under the Great Depression, Nationalist government made an urgent decision of 

declaring an emergency order on November 3, 1935 to start currency reform across the 

country.  In order to keep its independent status, Guangdong provincial government 

under the rule of warlord Chen Jitang took their own course to declare the notes issued 

by Guangdong Provincial Bank as the only legal currency in Guangdong province, 

which are based on Small money standard.  It is a obvious action neglecting Nationalist 

Government’s policy which prohibited the circulation of all kind of provincial bank 

notes.  Under the strict control of provincial government, Guangdong legal currency 

replaced the silver dollar and was circulated at nominal value in Canton area.  However, 

with the start of 1936, Guangdong legal currency was harshly discounted in foreign 

exchange market and recorded steep drop against Hong Kong dollar.  It caused the 

financial panic in the exchange market and food market in Canton.  In contrasting with 

the case of Canton, Swatow took on a new aspect where Guangdong legal note was 

refused openly to receive in the local market and rapidly replaced by the Nanjing legal 

note, Fabi.  Financial collapse drove Chen Jitang into a corner with staging a hopeless 

coup against Nanjing. 

 

In the process of takeover in Canton, Nangjing government should unify Guangdong 

legal currency into Fabi and stabilize the monetary market.  Setting the exchange rate 

between two currencies became a controversial issue across the country.  In the case of 

tax on imported rice in 1933, Shanghai merchants and Nanjing government supported 

the idea to replace so-called Foreign Rice (yangmi) with so-called National 

Rice(Guomi) in Guangdong, while Canton public opinion showed the preference of 

imported rice, saying that so-called Yangmi is a kind of Guomi because those rice 

imported from Southeast Asia are cultivated and distributed with the hand of overseas 

Cantonese.  This controversy revived in the different type over the issue of exchange 

rate.  Because heavily discounted exchange rate of Guangdong legal currency and 

skyrocketing imported prices drained rice supply in Guangdong, Canton public opinion 

petitioned for high appreciation of Guangdong legal currency (130 below) and 

exemption of rice tariff.  They appealed with the slogan of guaranteeing food(Minshi) 

and against government pursuit for profit (Yuminzhengli).  Meanwhile, Shanghai 

merchants required low appreciation of Guangdong legal currency (ranging 155-160) 

and strict implement of rice tariff.  Nanjing government placed priority on recovering 

the social stability in Guangdong and kept to the middle way.  Nanjing government 

adopted the moderate exchange rate of 144 while allowing temporary exemption of 

tariff on the imported rice.  This action was welcomed in Guangdong and helped the 

presence of Nanjing penetrating into Guangdong society.  


